模擬試題

陪你迎戰呈分試

小二英文

A. Andy lives in Manchester. He comes to Hong Kong to visit Joe. Joe is showing
Andy around. Joe has invited Danny to join them. (18/ 100@3)
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Answer the following questions in complete sentences and blacken the correct
circles.
1. Why did Andy come to Hong Kong?
○ A. to study						○ B. to visit Joe
○ C. to visit his parents					

○ D. for holiday

2. Does Andy like Hong Kong? Why or why not?

3. Read line 5. What does “They” refer to?
○ A. Hong Kong						○ B. tall buildings
○ C. trees and mountains				

○ D. country parks

4. Which word could best describe Andy’s neighbourhood?
○ A. modern						○ B. old
○ C. cyber							○ D. green
5. Read line 12. What does “It” refer to?
○ A. Central						○ B. Tsim Sha Tsui
○ C. Sham Shui Po					

○ D.Kwun Tong

6. What features does Sham Shui Po have?
○ A. only new and tall buildings			

○ B. many country parks

○ C. both old and new buildings			

○ D.only old and short buildings
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B. Fill in the blanks with present continuous tense of the verbs. (18/100 @2)
1. My brothers
2. I

(play) basketball.
(make) a birthday card for mum.

3. Auntie Mary

(cook) in the kitchen.

4. Grandpa

(sleep) in his bedroom.

5. The dogs

(run) in the garden.

6. Daddy

(watch) TV in the sitting room.

7. I

(swim) in the swimming pool.

8. The children

(read) storybooks.

9. Mrs. Mo

(buy) food in the market.

C. Complete the following sentences with the correct endings. (12/100 @2)
winter

January

twelve o’clock

the morning

25th December

Sunday

1. New Year’s Day is

.

2. We have lunch

.

3. Dad, Mum and I go to the park

.

4. I brush my teeth

.

5. It is cold and dry

.

6. Christmas is

.
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D. Choose the correct prepositions of time. (10/100 @1)
1. We go to church ( on / at ) Sunday.
2. Emily goes to school ( in / at ) the morning.
3. We like to go to the beach ( in / on ) summer.
4. Miss Wu goes to work ( in / at ) nine o’clock.
5. My birthday is ( at / on ) 29th February.
6. It is dry ( on / in ) autumn.
7. My sister and I go to bed ( at / in ) half past ten.
8. Mum goes to the market ( in / on ) the afternoon.
9. Mum tells me a story ( at / on ) night.
10. The children have music lessons ( at / on ) Wednesday.

E. Proofreading : Correct the following sentences. (14/100 @2)
opens
e.g.
The zoo open from nine o'clock to six o'clock every day.
1.

Dad, mum, my brother and I sees a lot of animals in the zoo.

2.

There is pandas, sheep, giraffes and ducks.

3.

Mr. Cheung are a zookeeper.

4.

He give some food to the animals every day.

5.

He washs the animals’ homes to keep them clean.

6.

My younger brother saies ‘Hello’ to the pandas.

7.

Dad buy some bread from the store.
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F. Fill in the correct question words and circle the answers. (16/100 @2)

What

1.

Who

When

Where

Why

Whose

Which

do you like to go swimming?
I like to go swimming in ( summer / winter / 2013 ).

2.

can you buy milk?
I can buy milk in the ( classroom / supermarket / taxi ).

3.

can you see on the farm?
I can see ( lions / sheep / tigers ).

4.

is your mother’s sister?
My mother’s sister is my ( aunt / uncle / dad )

5.

is Christmas?
Christmas is in ( July / September / December ).

6.

is the sun?
The sun is ( in the sky / on the desk / on the wall ).

7.

can fly in the sky?
( A hen / An elephant / A bird ) can fly in the sky.

8.

can you see snowman?
I can see snowman in ( summer / winter / spring ).
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G. Look at the picture and answer the questions with ‘in’, ‘on’, ‘near’ or ‘under’.
(12/100 @3)

1. Where is the teacher?

2. Where is the picture?

3. Where is the rubbish bin?

4. Where is the duster?

* 版權歸 TOPick 及

所有。

* 答案請掃描
QR code。
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